THE GREAT SALE

The Sale is done, and every “Saler” about “done”, too, for if ever there was hard work it was
during the week passed. I had anticipated interest - for since my entrance upon the command I
have never launched a scheme which has been received with apathy by my American troops but such enthusiasm as was demonstrated over the Sale has called forth delightful astonishment.
From the little gathering but seven weeks since when I broached the subject there has not been
a placid moment until the returns were handed in. People caught fire so quickly and furiously
that soon there were sparks flying in all directions, igniting any stray remainers in the temperate
zone.
It mattered little or nothing that the branch of work which the effort was to benefit had no
immediate connection with the departments of nine-tenths of the workers. They pleaded its
cause, they championed its interests and they pushed its plans as if it belonged to them- and it
did! Oh, the oneness of The Salvation Army, which not only makes of one kin all nations of the
earth, but unites the statisticians with the street preacher, the office-man with the midnight
missioner and the hand that counts the money with the hand that spends it for the saving of the
people!
But if the previous enthusiasm over collecting salable articles was great, what words can describe
the competitive zeal at the sale itself? From the east, where Adjutant Hirschler dispensed soft
drinks from a real and very live soda-fountain, - for there was scarcely standing room around it
any time in the day - to the west, where Staff Captain Welch in a Jap tea garden of her own
improvisation, served afternoon tea, flowing in a continuous stream from early morning until
midnight; from the north, where Lieut Colonel Parker with his inseparable megaphone
announced with railroad precision: “Moving pictures, every hour on the hour!” to the South,
where at the head of a mysterious stairway an energetic official offered tickets for the “zoo” the
place was ablaze with enthusiasm.
In the “rush hours” of business the sounds if not the sights resembled a stock exchange, for if
ever there were merchants anxious to dispose of their wares, they were my stall-holders upon
this occasion. Their voices rose and fell in excited profferings, and several who move in the
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Army’s Cabinet as soon as evening came closed their office doors, put their dignity into their
pockets, and became veritable hawkers. Here was one peddling baby bonnets, now another,
considerably up upon The Army’s ladder, pressed upon one toys of bewildering fascination, and
here we come upon a full-blown Brigadier declaiming the merits of metal polish, while amid the
general furor of barter and sale there walked with all the serenity of the Orient Cadet Okamura,
advertising some of my Japanese specialties, beaming equally when displaying a mandarin’s
coat priced at $40, as when wearing a humbler kimono with the big ticket “only $4!” and yet
such was the comradely spirit pervading the whole, that, without exception, the rivalry was as
kindly as it was keen.
Then the buyers themselves - they endeared themselves to us all, for they came in as if they
meant business, and they went out almost universally like pack-horses. The “come-to-see what
you’ve got” air was conspicuous by its absence. The way that many of our dear friends decorated
the stalls with their munificence and then came and bought like Trojans can never leave my
memory. Mr. and Mrs. Whittemore’s generosity spread from the first booth to the last, not
omitting the “zoo” and even came up reinforced for the auction at the last.
The goods themselves merit a paragraph or many. Some of the specialties displayed upon my
own stall have already been mentioned in these pages, such as Mrs. President Taft’s flag, the
little garment made by Queen Mary of England. The two upstanding pianos, the splendid rugs
from the Bigelow Carpet Company, a quantity of useful underwear from Mr. James Talcott, and
among the contributions from Mr. John Wanamaker, the beautiful baby grand. Most interesting
of all to every eye and heart which visited the Sale, was the large glass case which exhibited the
coat worn by our honored General upon the occasion of his interview with the late King Edward;
the motorcap in which he made tens of thousands of miles in salvation journeys, and the little
worn footstool without which I cannot from my earliest days remembered his study, and upon
which he invariably rested his feet when penning his great thoughts for the relief of the
oppressed and the salvation of the sinner.
The unique arrangement charmed everybody. There was none of the usual mixture of
pincushions and preserves, handkerchiefs and books; the departmental idea was universally a
success. What woman could fail to be fascinated by Brigadier Mrs. Bovill’s and Mrs. Brewer’s
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bewildering variety of household linens; then for the art-lover there was Lieutenant Colonel
Parker’s little art shop, with its real eye-treasures; the grocery counter for the practical mind;
Major Page’s book-stand, with its array of mental pleasures; Brigadier Stanyon’s always popular
leather goods, with handbags, from the leviathan “Largest ever made” to a miniature suitable
for holding the change of a Lilliputian, While that usually most waterless fish at all sales - the
male patronizer - had his wants amply catered for in Major Griffith’s most professional appearing
men’s furnishing stall. Then there was staring us all the time in the face Lieutenant Colonels
Damon and Reinhardsen’s shining array of useful goods in silver and glass, with a fine sewing
machine and standard typewriter added; that lively auxiliary to my own booth, presided over by
Colonel and Mrs. Jenkins; the restaurant where Brigadier Bown kept the dinner hot and good
and her brow cool and unruffled; Colonel Margett’s young people's apron stall, ranging in an
extraordinary variety from a bib to an extinguisher, and the training college “5 and 10 cent
store,” which simply made us all gasp at its remarkable bargains and takings, while the candy
stall, with its large pillars of peppermint-sticks and it's daintily arranged boxes, was as a choice
picture in a picture Gallery, and by it's splendid proceeds considerably held up the grand total.
All of the Eastern Provincial officers displayed an interest in the sale from the beginning which
was as appreciated as it was commendable. Colonel McIntyre manifested the salesman's craft,
which was not altogether a surprise to those who knew him best, and reached his target with a
bound.
Colonel Holz visited us on two separate occasions, and be stirred those who were charged with
the responsibility of the disposing of the goods contributed by his province, and reached his
target with that military precision for which he is renowned.
Colonel Evans took a personal hand in getting rid of his stock, and for two or three days watched
the proceedings with zeal worthy of an Ohioan, though he was shoved up to his target at the
point of the bayonet!
Colonel Gifford, although very sick, was represented in his New England booth with
characteristic liberality and enthusiasm and met his target with that good grace and ease which
makes the rest of us to wonder at his remarkable tact in finance.
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Lieutenant Colonel Miles could not personally attend, but was in touch with the sale throughout,
and watched it with most appreciative interest. He was well on time in sending in his
contributions, which covered his target beforehand.
In view of the short time there was to get up the sale, The West could not cooperate apart from
sending some monetary contributions to demonstrate its practical interest and good wishes for
the undertaking.
I cannot close these few comments without special mention of two to whom every booth-holder
feels especially indebted. Brigadier Barker’s mind evolved the remarkable decorative scheme,
and his genius in planning and begging secured the donating of all the necessary equipment
wherewith to perpetrated, besides which he far surpassed his target in cash. He has the heartiest
congratulations of all participating in the undertaking.
Mrs. Brewer, under Brigadier Bovill, was responsible to me for the entire business management
of the sale of the work from beginning to end, which responsibility, coupled with her accustomed
duties, asked of her hands toil which for several weeks ran far into the hours of the night. Both I
and my officers feel that a great deal of the exceptional result of the sale of work is due to the
splendid way the executive part of the undertaking was manipulated, and want to assure Mrs.
Brewer that we deeply appreciated both her ability and her hard work.
And so we all pulled together with the ease of well-oiled machinery and with a zeal that would
not know defeat, and a success surpassing by many leagues anything attempted on similar lines
in the history of The Army world was our reward.
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